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James Kennedy is a British chemistry teacher and passionate chemistry spokesperson. He
founded the chemistry outreach initiative Sincerely, Chemicals in 2017 and published
Fighting Chemophobia in 2018.
Since graduating from the University of Cambridge with a Master’s degree in Natural
Sciences in 2010, he has pursued a passion for science communication and science
outreach by using festivals, lectures, seminars, conferences, posters and T-shirts to make
chemistry more open and accessible for the public. He is a vocal pro-chemistry advocate
who writes articles online and speaks in radio and podcast interviews. James' first published
book, Fighting Chemophobia, stemmed from a need for people to understand and cure
chemophobia by seeing chemicals in a more rational light. He has been teaching for 8 years
and researching chemophobia for 3 years. He lives with his wife and daughter in Melbourne,
Australia.
He tweets @JamesKennedyEDU
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More short books by James Kennedy

We Lied to You – This book contains 50 lies taught in the VCE Chemistry course. This book
aims to highlight the complexity of Chemistry and the need to make sweeping
generalisations at every level so it can be comprehensible to our students. This book was
a gift to my graduating class of 2016.
Common VCE Chemistry Mistakes – It comes from years of marking student SACs and
exam papers, and from reading Examination Reports from the VCAA as well. It’s free of
charge, very informative, and very concise.
VCE Chemistry Formula Book – Inspired by the formula booklets used by VCE Physics and
VCE Maths Methods, here’s an 8-page Chemistry formula booklet you can use for your Year
11 and 12 Chemistry assignments. This custom-made booklet is a collection of reliable
formulae that I have been using to answer VCE Chemistry questions while teaching and
tutoring around Melbourne.
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Fighting Chemophobia on Amazon.com

Fighting Chemophobia is now available on Amazon in both paperback and Kindle editions
for international delivery. Amazon.com and three other independent online book vendors
have signed up to stock Fighting Chemophobia.
Click here to buy a signed paperback edition of Fighting Chemophobia with free
international shipping.
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What is chemophobia?
The scientific community describes chemophobia as a “non-clinical prejudice” – rather like
homophobia or xenophobia – that is, not a true medical phobia but a learned aversion to
ingredients created in laboratories. Researchers Paul Slovic and Baruch Fischhoff identified
a number of affective characteristics that help to explain deep and persistent
overestimation of chemical risk. They found that people tend to overestimate human-made
risks, and underestimate natural risks.
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1: “Chains of Poisoning and Death”
Modern chemophobia was fuelled by two events. First was the rise of the environmental
movement, which environmentalists most often attribute to the publication of Rachel
Carson’s Silent Spring in 1962. That book, like this one, is freely available on the internet
and is easy to locate. Unlike this book, Silent Spring is set in a fictional dystopia and written
in a horrific tone that leaves the reader shuddering with fear after just one chapter. In Silent
Spring, Rachel Carson demonised chemicals as it introduced them to the public:

“Chemicals are the sinister and little-recognised partners of radiation
entering into living organisms, passing from one to another in a chain of
poisoning and death” – Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, 1962
Hiding at the end of the first chapter is a subtle admission that the entire first chapter is a
work of fiction. The one-sentence confession is so subtle that many readers will finish the
book (and possibly join the environmental crusade) without even realising that they’d been
tricked: that chapter one was a work of fiction. The admission comes too late, for Carson
has already instilled fear into the reader for several pages. In Carson’s fictional, pollutionfilled world, birds can’t lay eggs, people can’t grow food, the climate is barely habitable and
the water is undrinkable. Nobody wants to live in a world like that.
A little-known fact, even among environmentalists, is that Rachel Carson was suffering from
breast cancer when she wrote Silent Spring. She had already undergone radiotherapy,
which was commonplace at the time, but was also undergoing chemotherapy, which was
relatively new. Now, re-read the quotation above in light of this information. Among all the
hard-hitting quotations I could have chosen from her book, I chose this quotation because
it hits me the hardest: it’s a testament to the extent of her suffering from the side-effects
of chemotherapy – and how she considered it no more comfortable than radiotherapy. In
Silent Spring, she alludes from her own life experience to say that “chemicals”
(chemotherapy drugs) are ruining planet Earth (Rachel Carson), which is suffering and
becoming infertile and uninhabitable (i.e. dying). Rather than being a subjective, scientific
look at the state of the environment, the entire book is tainted by Carson’s own suffering
on her hospital bed. Al Gore’s scare-tactics in An Inconvenient Truth pale in comparison.
Carson died in 1964. Her message spread and primed the public for a later event, in 1969,
that would tempt them even further to adopt chemophobic beliefs.
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Later that decade, the Apollo missions and the six moon landings between 1969 and 1972
gave us a new perspective of planet Earth that was so profound that we felt a sudden
compulsion to protect its natural beauty. Listen to Neil deGrasse Tyson argue this point
below.

In 1970, we are still going to the moon, we are still going until 1972, so
watch these sequence of events. In 1970, the comprehensive Clean Air
Act is passed… Earth Day was birthed in March 1970. The EPA was
founded in 1970… Doctors Without Borders was founded in 1971… DDT
gets banned in 1972, and we are still going to the moon. We’re still
looking back at Earth. The clean water act 1971, 1972 the endangered
species act, the catalytic converted gets put in in 1973, and unleaded gas
gets introduced in 1973… That is space operating on our culture and you
cannot even put a price on that. – Neil deGrasse Tyson in April 2012
Together, Rachel Carson and the Apollo missions made the public in Western countries
quickly aware of the Earth and its natural beauty. Humans were portrayed as selfish
destructors of a planet that was supposedly most ‘beautiful’ when in its ‘natural’ state. The
field of toxicology was spawned in wake of this concern, and had the goal of analysing the
toxicity of different chemicals on humans and the environment. As the first edition of
Human and Experimental Toxicology stated:

“Politicians cannot be expected to come to rational and acceptable
decisions without adequate impartial and objective information, and
toxicologists have grave responsibilities to produce such information”. –
Human and Experimental Toxicology
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While the field of toxicology accumulated a wealth of scientific evidence about ‘chemicals’,
this evidence largely hasn’t trickled down to the public and certainly hasn’t allayed their
fears. There remains a lingering skepticism about chemicals, especially artificial chemicals,
which some people still feel are more harmful than those found in nature.
Take the Think Dirty iOS app, for example, which gives cosmetic ingredients a safety rating
out of 9. According to the app’s creators, “Fragrance” gets the worst possible rating (9),
while “Natural Fragrance” gets the best rating (1). Black-and-white ‘natural’ vs ‘artificial’
decision-making such as this is completely unfounded and ignores toxicological evidence.
This kind of thinking is misleading, has no scientific basis and sometimes causes consumers
to make harmful conclusions – no matter how benign their intentions.
This simplistic thinking is a remnant of the environmental movement back in the 1970s,
which was sparked by Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and by images sent back by the Apollo
missions.
These two events provided fuel to the erroneous notion that that ‘selfish’ humans were
destroying a ‘pristine’ planet Earth. While the ‘natural/good’ vs ‘artificial/bad’ dichotomy
was an effective solution to short-term environmental problems of the time, this black-andwhite thinking is actually leading people to make bad decisions today. We can no longer
assume that “natural” is always “best”: the issue is actually far more complex than that.
Toxicological evidence needs to be made public and easy to digest so that consumers can
make more enlightened decisions.
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2: The OmniProcessor Plant, Seattle

In his introductory YouTube video about the OmniProcessor plant, Bill Gates drinks water
freshly purified from sewage.
Would you drink water that’s been purified from sewage? Bill Gates did:

“It’s water,” he says. “Having studied the engineering behind it… I would
happily drink it every day. It’s that safe.” – Bill Gates
The Omniprocessor in Seattle, USA, illustrates perfectly the prevalence of chemophobia in
our society. The Omniprocessor takes sewage waste and purifies it into clean drinking water.
The dried sewage is then combusted to power the plant, producing electricity that can be
sold back to the grid. Essentially, it’s a free sewage disposal system that also gives you clean
drinking water and a plentiful supply of electricity. Omniprocessors could be a huge income
boost for farmers in developing countries.
The plant in Seattle was met with resistance. One study showed that 26% of survey
participants were so disgusted by the idea of “toilet-to-tap” that they agreed with the
statement: “sewage water could never be purified to such an extent that I would be willing
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to drink it”. Try it yourself: which glass of water would you rather drink?

We all feel a slight preference for the glass on the right. Chemophobia, an irrational
psychological quirk, is more prevalent than you might think.
If science tells us the purified sewage-water is perfectly clean, then why aren’t people
comfortable with drinking it? Our instinct dictates that once a substance has been
contaminated, it’s going to be contaminated forever. This is why when we see a water
source become contaminated, our instinct tells us not to drink it even after it’s been
sterilised.
Paul Rozin at the University of Pennsylvania provides an explanation. He uses the term
“contagion” to describe the perceived, permanent grossness that objects or substances
acquire once they have touched something disgusting. No amount of purification can
remove the ‘disgust factor’ that’s been acquired by the object. It’s purely psychological, and
has no basis in science, but might have evolved as a useful behavioural adaptation that
protects us from disease.
Mark Schaller at the University of British Colombia coined the phrase “behavioural immune
system” to describe this phenomenon. It includes a suite of feelings and behaviours,
including repulsion and disgust, that prevent us from eating contaminated food. It’s overly
sensitive, and is at the root of many culinary taboos (e.g. don’t eat pork/prawn/insects).
All of this makes evolutionary sense: for millions of years of human evolution, we had no
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way of purifying food once it had become contaminated. We had no way of boiling water
(and no fire) for 90% of human history. We had no modern medicines for 99% of human
history, which made even small illnesses a horrifying, life-threatening prospect. Paranoia
about cross-contamination has probably saved our species from extinction.
Some people see “synthetic chemicals” as “unwanted contaminants” because chemistry
teachers persuaded them so when they were children.
As I science teacher, I told my students every day never to eat in the lab because I was
fearful of contaminating the student’s food with lab chemicals, which might make them ill.
I told my students never to pour back into the stock solution because we might
contaminate the stock solution, ruining future experiments. When an unidentified clear
liquid (either pure water or a highly corrosive acid) splashes onto a student’s skin, I told
them to assume it’s the highly corrosive acid and wash immediately with copious amounts
of water, just in case. Science teachers inadvertently instil in students a fear that laboratories
are highly contaminating places. We do this with the absolute best of intentions.

(In some classrooms, the teacher spreads fear deliberately. I’ve taught groups of
mischievous, restless students who have been tempted to squirt each other with bottles of
0.01 M hydrochloric acid solution. Fortunately, hydrochloric acid solution diluted to this
extent has a pH of 2, which is only a little more corrosive than Coca-Cola. To prevent such
students from squirting each other with something more dangerous, teachers – myself
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included – resort to fearmongering as the only sure-fire way to get their attention and to
remove their temptation to play with laboratory chemicals. I tell them exaggerated stories
about the toxicity of the reagents we use. The phrase, “that liquid will rot your hand off
then start smouldering up your arm until your arm drops of as well” is an excellent
classroom management technique.)
Paranoia about contamination in laboratories has likely prevented countless accidents
worldwide. It’s saved lives and limbs, too, and that’s why teachers must keep emphasising
these safety messages. In doing so, however, do need to be mindful of the the unfortunate
side-effect of ‘contagion’, which is the gut instinct that foods and lotions (or even water)
created in a lab must be contaminated with something nasty. We need to counteract that
notion in the following way.
We must emphasise purification techniques in school.
When my students made aspirin last week (about 8 tablets’ worth), I told the students we
cannot ingest the aspirin because “it’s contaminated: it contains unknown impurities”.
Similarly, when we made esters last term (edible artificial flavourings), I told the students
not to touch the esters or smell them too closely because they “contain contaminants such
as highly corrosive sulfuric acid”. These safety warnings are valid and necessary – they’re
actually a legal requirement of my job.
In industry, however, both aspirin and esters (and everything else) would be purified after
production to a very high standard (usually >99.5%) before being certified safe for human
consumption. Generally, however, high-school chemistry students don’t learn about
purification techniques – not even in theory – so for them, the laboratory remains a
dangerous place where dirty, contaminated things are created. Inadvertently, that’s become
the take-home message from high-school science.

“…for [students], the laboratory remains a dangerous place where dirty,
contaminated things are created.” – James Kennedy
Purification techniques such as fractional distillation, centrifugation, recrystallisation,
affinity purification and liquid-liquid extraction are all beyond the scope of a high-school
chemistry course. Water purification and extraction of substances using supercritical
carbon dioxide (scCO2) are in the Year 11 textbook, but these topics are not taught by
many schools. Students don’t need to know the details – but they do need industrial
relevance built into their course, and they need to be made aware that many of the products
we use were made or designed in labs. Most importantly, they need to know that these
products were purified to a high standard before being put to use.
People go for ‘natural’ products because they try to avoid potential contaminants from the
laboratory
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After years of hearing these messages in school, it’s no surprise that some people are so
averse to eating foods or using products made in a lab. As one of my survey respondents
put it so succinctly:

“If I can’t eat in a lab due to fear of contamination, how could food made
in lab possibly be safe to eat? If I have been taught to treat every lab
chemical that gets onto my skin as potentially corrosive, how could a
moisturiser made in a lab from synthetic ingredients ever be good for
my skin? This goes against what I’ve been taught throughout school!” –
One of my senior students
Science education in schools might just be one of the root causes – and one of the solutions
– to the widespread prevalence of chemophobia.
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3: All-Natural Biscuits Taste Better!
In a fascinating extension of the placebo effect, studies have shown that people perceive
products with positive moral claims on the packaging as more effective than those without.
For example, Boyka Bratanova at Abertay University offered participants one of two cookies:
one was labelled with standard, ethically-neutral claims, while the other was labelled
“organic/locally-produced/carbon-neutral”. The cookies were otherwise identical.

Amazingly, when the participants were asked specifically to evaluate the taste of each
cookie, they consistently rated the ‘morally-superior’ cookies as more delicious. Bratanova’s
study confirms Meng Li’s hypothesis that people confuse moral claims with actual
superiority. Manufacturers are taking advantage of this psychological trick by writing
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meaningless claims of moral superiority such as “natural”, “pure” and “free from {insert
harmless ingredient here}” on their product labels to justify price increases at the point of
sale.
The global market for ‘natural’ and ‘organic’ personal care products is projected to reach
US$16 billion by 2020. But are these ‘natural/organic’ products really any better than their
non-organic equivalents? Evidence suggests not.
Take Gaia Natural Baby Skin Soothing Lotion, for example, which sells for 4.4 cents/mL in
Coles. A comparable ‘normal’ product, Johnson’s Baby Lotion, sells for just 1.7 cents/mL.
Gaia can charge its customers 2.5 times the price compared with traditional Johnson’s Baby
Lotion largely because it claims “Pure, Natural, Organic” in large text on the front of the
bottle.

Pure” is a claim reserved for single-ingredient products only. By definition, mixtures such
as baby lotion cannot be ‘pure’. Pure substances contain only a single ingredient (e.g. pure
salt, pure white flour, pure cane sugar and pure spring water). No cosmetic or skincare
product should ever be labelled ‘pure’.
“Natural” products must be sold as they’re found in nature. Very few products are truly
natural. Not only is the definition vague, but there are no enforceable regulations on its
use in Australia, New Zealand or the US. The Food Standards Agency in the United Kingdom
proposes some guidelines: “made from natural ingredients that have not been interfered
with by [humans]”. Again, it’s impossible for any cosmetic or skincare product to be totally
natural. All cosmetics and skincare products have been ‘interfered with’ by humans, and
they the vast majority of skincare products contain artificial ingredients.
“Organic” only makes sense when applied to foods. Adding a couple of drops of ‘organic’
ingredients into your product to justify writing “organic” on the label should be illegal. But
that’s exactly what Gaia has done: the ingredients certified ‘organic’ in their Natural Baby
Skin Soothing Lotion amount to approximately just 7% of the product.
Because ‘organic’ is a farming technique, farmed foods are the only products that should
ever be labelled ‘organic’. It’s impossible for cosmetics and skincare products to be ‘organic’
because many of the ingredients (even in self-proclaimed ‘natural’ brands such as Gaia) are
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artificially synthesised rather than grown.
Consumers are being tricked into paying a higher price for a product that isn’t necessarily
superior. Unsurprisingly, bottles of Gaia products containing these claims were withdrawn
from sale in June 2018 by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission because
the three claims, “Pure”, “Natural” and “Organic” were all found to be false. The Gaia
company was fined nearly A$38,000 (US$28,000; 191,000 RMB in 2018) for misleading its
customers and forced to change its packaging.
The packaging misled customers because natural chemicals can be harmful, too. In fact,
nine out of the top ten most dangerous compounds on Earth are naturally-occurring. When
it comes to skincare, synthetic compounds are often gentler and more suited to their
purpose than are their natural counterparts.
Natural compounds are sometimes far more dangerous than synthetic ones. Blue, artificial
compounds; green, naturally-occurring compounds.

Some studies even suggest that crops on organic farms produce more pesticide within the
leaves in order to protect themselves from increased rates of insect predation. Some of
these natural pesticides are actually more potent skin irritants than the synthetic pesticides
used in conventional farming methods.
In addition, organic crops can be sprayed legally with many pesticides, some of which are
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potent irritants. Lists of pesticides approved for use on organic farms can be found here
and here. There exists a misconception among consumers that organic produce is
‘pesticide-free’, which is a concern considering that ‘no pesticides’ is the most common
argument heard in favour of buying organic produce.
Consumers are being tricked into paying a higher price for a product that isn’t necessarily
superior, and still might contain harsh (natural) compounds that irritate their skin.
Many brands are making these misleading claims. Some examples are on the next few
pages.

Some of Sukin’s “fragrance-free” products contain fragrances such as sesame oil and rose
hip oil, which both have a fragrance, and both may contain allergen ingredients, which have
not been disclosed on the ingredients label.
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Envirocare’s hair cleanser made extreme ‘natural’ claims before it was recalled by the
Australian Government. Source: https://www.productsafety.gov.au/recalls

Mustela’s milky bath oil makes a vague claim about having ‘natural ingredient [sic]’ but
contains mostly artificial ingredients e.g. PEG-6 isostearate and propylene glycol. Even
though naturalness is a difficult-to-define content that doesn’t correlate with safety or
efficacy, the label is nonetheless contradicting itself and misleading consumers.
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Sukin makes claims that aren’t even relevant to the product being sold. For example, Sukin’s
moisturisers are labelled “No SLS” and “No harsh detergents”. Moisturisers should never
contain those two ingredients, anyway! SLS (or any harsh detergent) is not designed to be
left on the skin. Many studies have shown that doing so results in redness, dryness and skin
irritation. To sell a product with such irrelevant claims is like selling a roasted chicken that
says “contains no chocolate” or “diesel-free”.

Sometimes, the ingredients labels make no sense whatsoever. Hair Academy put a “word
salad” instead of a real ingredients list on this one. This product should be recalled or overlabelled immediately.
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4: Nothing is Truly Natural

Nothing on this table is natural – not even the fruits. Basket of Apples by Cézanne
In 2014, I created a series of infographics to help convey the message that corn isn’t natural.
Corn used to be a spindly grass-like plant called teosinte, which Native Americans farmed
and bred through artificial selection until it resembled the yellow corn of today.
In 9000 years, sweetcorn has become 1000 times larger, 3.5 times sweeter, much easier to
peel and much easier to grow than its wild ancestor. In the 15th century, when
European settlers placed new selection pressures on the crop to suit their exotic taste buds,
the corn evolved even further to become larger and multi-coloured. Corn no longer
resembles the original teosinte plant at all.
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Peaches aren’t natural.
Peaches used to be hard, cherry-sized fruits with giant pips. Like corn and watermelon,
peaches became larger, sweeter and juicier over thousands of years of inadvertent genetic
engineering.
Watermelon isn’t natural, either.
Watermelon began as a hard, bitter fruit the size of a walnut. It caused inflammation and
had an unpalatable bitter taste. Thousands of years of artificial selection (unintentional
genetic engineering) have resulted in a modern watermelon that bears no resemblance to
its African ancestor. Modern (artificial) watermelons are sweeter, juicier, more colourful and
easier to grow than their ancestral varieties.
Bananas, wheat, pigs and all farmed animals and plants are not natural.
Before agriculture, carrots were white and spindly. Wheat was tall and scrawny with little
calorific value. Apples were tiny and sour with giant pips (like crab-apples today).
Strawberries were tiny, bananas had stones in them, and pigs were viscous creatures with
tiny backsides that made for a not-so-delicious ham. Cows didn’t produce much milk ( just
enough for their own calves) and chickens were skinny little creatures that laid eggs weekly
rather than daily. Every species that’s ever been farmed by humans has been genetically
modified over time as a result.
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I keep making this point because our ancestors deserve credit for their hard work: they
toiled in the fields for thousands of years to breed plants and animals that are suited to our
modern tastes and lifestyles. For modern humans to call the results of our ancestors’ hard
work ‘natural’ is an insult to the millions of ancient farmers who worked so hard to produce
them.
Engineers (including genetic engineers) know that humans have toiled for millennia to
change nature and suit it to our own needs – animals became tamer and meatier, and plants
started producing more edible portions. I want to counteract the misconception that
humans encountered nature in a ‘pristine’ state.
Click here to watch an interesting, relevant snippet of genetics documentary Animal
Pharm https://youtu.be/VyLLRjB3NWk?t=8m40s

[ancient humans] toiled in the fields for thousands of years to breed
plants and animals that are suited to our modern tastes and lifestyles.
For modern humans to call the results of their hard work ‘natural’ is an
insult to our ancestors.
I show the above documentary my Year 10 Science students to demonstrate what is
currently being produced using genetic engineering techniques. The video explains all the
concepts mentioned in this article and is accessible for and educated audience of any age.
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5: Consequences
The most dangerous consequence of this quirk is people’s fear of formaldehyde.
Formaldehyde is a naturally-occurring compound that is found in fruits such as peaches
and pears, vegetables, meat, eggs and foliage, and is found in very high concentrations in
Peking duck, smoked salmon and processed meats (e.g. ham and sausages). Natural
sources of formaldehyde are usually considered acceptable by the public, while artificial
sources of formaldehyde such as vaccines and baby shampoo, have caused public outcry.

“People tend to overestimate human-made risks, and underestimate
natural risks.” – Slovic & Fischhoff
One such outcry forced Johnson’s to undertake one of the biggest reformulations in history,
and remove all traces of formaldehyde from its products. This was despite the fact that
there was so little formaldehyde present in their baby shampoo that you’d need to take
literally millions of baths per day to reach dangerous levels. Johnson’s spent tens of millions
of dollars on a reformulation project not because they were legally obliged to, and not
because there was ever a safety risk, but because they were under pressure from irrational
consumers to change their recipe. I call them irrational because nobody ever petitioned for
an expensive reformulation of smoked salmon, Peking duck, peaches or pears because of
formaldehyde fears – even though they all contain much more formaldehyde than our
skincare products.
Subway received a similar attack from The Food Babe, who led her “army” (as she calls her
followers) to sign a petition that successfully persuaded Subway to change their bread
recipe in the United States even though it already met FDA safety regulations. The
ingredient under scrutiny in her campaign was azodicarbonamide, a fast-acting bread
improver that has been proven safe for ingestion in trace amounts (<45 ppm). Even more
of a problem than the fearmongering tactics she employed to rally her followers, many of
whom then purchased her book or affiliated products, was the fact that she distracted
people from three genuine concerns in the fast food industry. Of all the fast food chains in
the United States, why did she choose to attack Subway, one of the healthiest fast food
chains? This attack seems wholly against the interest of public health when many American
fast food chains are offering dangerously large portions of sugary drinks, saturated fats
and excessive salt at temptingly low prices. All three of those threats – sugar, saturated fat
and salt – are three strong dietary predictors for lifestyle-induced heart disease, obesity,
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diabetes and stoke. Food Babe did the American people a great disservice when she
distracted her million-strong “army” of followers from these three genuine public health
issues and united them instead against Subway: a relatively tame, benevolent player in the
fast food industry. This was a prolific act of betrayal against her fellow citizens.
Johnson’s was then hit with a $78-million lawsuit from one woman who claimed that
lifetime usage of talcum powder had caused her tragic case of ovarian cancer even though
this is biologically impossible. Even the International Agency for Research (IARC), who are
happy to err on the side of caution and over-classify many substances and situations as
“carcinogenic” even when the evidence suggests no link exists, have admitted that
sprinkling talc on your vagina is less carcinogenic than eating bacon or drinking hot drinks.
Nobody’s suing the home appliance manufacturers for making kettles without cancer
warnings yet… but maybe they will soon. ($78 million, anyone?)

Getting back to talcum powder, it is made from talc, a mineral composed
of magnesium, silicon, and oxygen. In its natural form, it is known to
contain some asbestos. It is was not until the 1970s that all talcum
powder was asbestos-free. The International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) classifies the use of talcum powder in the genital area as
“possibly carcinogenic to humans.” Whereas, the American Cancer
Society states that if any real risk does exist, then it is very small and
whether that risk is real or not has yet to be determined. And I should
add for argument’s sake that IARC has also insisted that eating bacon is
as bad as smoking and that drinking hot liquids cause cancer - both are
untrue. - Lila Abassi
Most recently, in 2018, Monsanto fell victim to a $279-million lawsuit from one gardener
who claimed that his non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma was caused by excessive use of Monsanto’s
Roundup products. Without commenting here on the absurdity of America’s legal system,
one thing is obvious: the link between glyphosate and cancer is tenuous at best. As Alex
Berezow writes for the American Council on Science and Health:

Christopher Portier, a special adviser to the IARC working group that
examined glyphosate, was also working for the activist organization
Environmental Defense Fund and received $160,000 from trial lawyers
who stood to profit handsomely if IARC declared glyphosate a
carcinogen because they could file in lawsuit-happy sue California.
IARC's credibility has been so thoroughly shattered that Congress
recently pulled its funding. - Alex Berezow
Vaccines, like fruits, contain tiny amounts of formaldehyde. Irrational fear of ‘artificial’
formaldehyde has led some people to avoid vaccinations altogether even though the level
of formaldehyde found in a vaccine is 80 times less than in a single pear. People’s irrational
fear of formaldehyde has caused many preventable deaths; anti-vaccination movements
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have caused measles outbreaks in California (2015), Germany (2015) and Wales (2013).

People overestimate risks that are imposed on us, like formaldehyde in vaccines and
pollutants in water, than the risks we engage in voluntarily – which include eating natural
formaldehyde in the fruits we consume daily.
Another reason people fear formaldehyde in vaccines (but not in pears) is because humans
are irrationally hard-wired to overestimate the magnitude of risks that are imposed upon
us. Most people over-fear terrorism and under-fear obesity. Terrorism killed 32,000 people
in 2015, yet obesity kills tens of millions of people each year. Despite that, terrorism remains
a key subject in American presidential debates because people’s fear of terrorism is inflated
out of proportion by the fact that it’s imposed on the public rather than being caused by
the public themselves. Americans are 33,000 times more likely to die from a heart-related
disease than from terrorism, yet terrorism tops people’s list of fears due to the irrational
quirks of human risk perception.
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There are seven factors that cause us to over-estimate risk:
Tiny risk?
Risks that are absolutely tiny tend to seem larger than they really are.
Unfairly distributed?
Risks that mostly harm a distinct subset of the population (e.g. surfers, golfers or children)
seem more frightening than those that could afflict all people.
New?
Risks that did not exist when we were children seem more frightening than old risks.
Artificial?
Risks that exist because of human activity (e.g. air pollution) seem more frightening than
those caused entirely by nature (without human intervention).
Delayed consequences?
Risks that have consequences at a later, unspecified time tend to be more frightening than
those that have immediate feedback consequences.
Imposed by others?
Risks imposed by people (particularly with a name and/or a face) seem scarier than those
without.
No visible benefits?
Risks for which there are no visible benefits (or for which the benefits are not widely known)
seem more frightening an those that have a visible benefit.
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Let’s illustrate these attributes with some examples.

Note that heart attacks tick just two of the seven boxes that cause us to have an inflated
sense of risk. This confirms common knowledge that we don’t fear heart attacks enough:
poor diet, lack of exercise, smoking and other bad lifestyle choices are prevalent despite
the fact that heart attacks are among the biggest killers in most countries.
Lightning strikes and shark attacks tick three and four of the seven factors, respectively. This
confirms what we know about our perceptions of those two risks: our sense of fear of those
two threats is appropriately small.
Parabens, as well as most other synthetic chemicals, tap into all seven of the psychological
quirks that trigger us to overestimate danger. Synthetic chemicals such as parabens all pose
a tiny risk to society, are encountered non-uniformly, are relatively new, are made artificially,
often have delayed, accumulative consequences, are added by other people (corporations
or governments) and have no publicly-known benefits. Many of the people who fear
parabens, for example, don’t know what parabens do in cosmetics, nor do they know what
would happen if parabens were not present in those products. It’s unfortunate that among
all these evolutionary predispositions, fitness bloggers’ marketing tricks and opportune
lawsuits in trigger-happy America, the field of chemistry has done a terrible job of
conveying the benefits of its work to the public. Chemical companies have failed to inspire
the public and have neglected outreach in recent decades.
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6: The Solution: Upstage Walter White
Combatting chemophobia requires the public to have a better understanding of chemistry,
which doesn’t just begin in schools. Chemistry needs to be celebrated and emphasised in
the news like it was in the space race of the 1960s. The greatest impact possible could be
made by a powerful, well-directed, visually-appealing television documentary series on
synthetic chemistry. Television captivates audiences who did not know they were even
interested in the subject. The first episode of Cosmos, the astrophysics TV series hosted by
Neil deGrasse Tyson that aired on 10 channels simultaneously and received a 30-second
introduction by President Barack Obama, attracted the largest audience of any TV premiere
in history. Making a similar documentary that celebrates chemistry, and teaches people
about the science of dosages, subjects and routes of exposure, and focuses on molecules
(not elements) and cutting-edge science (not history), could be a powerful tool that people
can use to combat chemophobic marketing. The TV series should be called “A Dose of Life”
and could serve as an optional “inoculation” against chemophobic nonsense, as well as
being entertaining to watch.

It’s unfortunate that chemistry’s major brand ambassador, who is undeniably also the most
influential role model for teenagers studying chemistry today, is a fictional villain. I expand
on the role of fictional villains in my longer book, Fighting Chemophobia, but in short, I
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find it tragic that chemistry suffers from such an evil, destructive reputation. (This was in
part due to the story of Frankenstein, which set the tone for scientists to be seen as mad/evil
for two centuries afterwards, and had a particularly devastating effect on the image of
chemistry, which neglected public outreach in favour of pure research and scientific
discovery.)
My proposed TV documentary series requires a budget of around $5 million and would
feature episodes that connect chemistry-related stories and themes by the way they affect
our existence. I promise no mention of periodic tables, harmful explosions or dead
scientists discovering things at some point in history. My documentary will focus on
magical, useful compounds being discovered by living scientists and industries that
improve people’s lives in visible ways. Some of those compounds will be natural extracts,
some will be synthetic natural analogues, and some will be “synthetic”. I will try to blur the
boundary between natural and synthetic as much as possible in this documentary series.
Episode list
1. Celebration – food, cooking, wine, party drugs, fireworks
2. Elixirs

- medications old & new

3. Preservation – preservatives, packaging, ripening
4. Gifts from nature – natural compounds inc. crude oil
5. Seduction – perfumes, cosmetics, aphrodisiacs
6. Pilgrimage - transportation, fuels, roads, dynamite
7. Poison – chemical weapons, misused drugs, toxins removed by chemical
means, decaffeination, pest ctrl.
8. Vibrancy – pigments, bleach, Sistine Chapel
9. Beauty – clothing, furnishings, skincare, landscape materials, space
missions & photos of Earth
10. Protection – glass, Kevlar, condoms, iodine, immunisations, preservatives,
superhydrophobics
11. Connection – paper, pens, iPhones, smoke signals
12. Purity – cleaning, religious rituals, water purification, purification of
medicines, haircare, electroplating/refining
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7: Closing remarks
We all are born with these afflictions, and only science education can help us overcome
them. The psychology behind these irrational assumptions is innate and is present in all of
us. It’s only with science education and a basic knowledge of toxicology that we can begin
to assess the risks associated with different compounds in a meaningful way. I believe that
science education en masse (via television) can fight chemophobia and allow people to
make rational decisions about healthcare, skincare and nutrition.
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Chemophobia is an irrational fear of chemicals. It includes the fear of
sugar in food, formaldehyde in shampoo and aluminium in vaccines.
Fitness bloggers, quack doctors and even small cosmetic companies
take advantage of these quirks to sell fake-natural products at
elevated prices. Almost always, the same people who spread a fear of
“chemicals” also have “chemical-free” products for sale.
This book analyses psychological quirks, evolved millennia ago, that
prime us to fall victim to chemophobic ways of thinking such anorexia,
a fear of vaccines, a fear of fluoridation or a dangerous fear of synthetic
medicines. It explores how consumers, teachers, doctors, lawmakers
and journalists can fight chemophobia by tackling the social issues
that underpin it.
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